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Hotaling Named As 
Production Head
Alton S. Hotaling, Jr. has been named 
Production Manager for WENH, New 
Hampshire’s educational television sta­
tion. ♦ .
Hotaling has been producer-director of 
KUON, educational television station in 
Lincoln, Nebraska where he was particu­
larly concerned with in-school telecast­
ing and film productions.
A graduate of Lock Haven State 
Teachers College in Pennsylvania, he 
holds a Master’s degree in communica­
tions from Syracuse University. He has 
already assumed his duties at Channel ll.
On commenting on Hotaling’s appoint­
ment, Station Manager Keith Nighbert 
said, “Experience as an announcer as well 
as extensive activity in production and 
presentation of many different kinds of 
programming make Mr. Hotaling very 
well suited for his present position — 
that of making Channel 11 programming 
smooth, professional, and enjoyable”.
Mr. Hotaling and his wife, Beverly, a 
former Lincoln, Nebraska public school 
teacher, will make their home in Durham.
Mothers Honored At 
University On Saturday
By BRAD BEERS
This coming Saturday, May 2, a military review, speeches, movies, 
concerts, and open houses will be featured as part of the annual 
Mother’s Day celebration at the University.
Registration will be held at the Memorial Union from 9:00 to 
11:00 a.m. During this time the parents may also attend classes and 
tour the campus. At 9 :45 a.m. the first showing of a movie on 
campus activities will take place in the Strafford Room of Memorial 
Union. A second showing is to follow 
at 10:15 a.m.
The ROTC Drill Team will perform 
at the Memorial Field at 10:50, after 
which the UNH Cadet Corps will review 
at 11:00 a.m. Classes will end at this
time. „  _ ,
Dr. Eddy To Speak
Vice President and Provost Edward 
D Eddv Jr. will speak to the parents 
at the Memorial Field at 11:15. A gen­
eral military review will also be featured 
at 11:30 a.m.
The military performances will be fol­
lowed by a Carillon concert at 12:00 at 
which time the parents are invited to the 
fraternities, sororities, or Commons for 
dinner.
An Allied Arts program will be fea­
tured in the afternoon at 2:00 in New 
Hampshire Hall. This program will in­
clude a short concert by a brass quartet; 
a soloist; a modern dance presentation 
by the Dance Club; a ballet solo, and 
selections by the Girl’s Glee Club.
The Durham Reelers will perform im­
mediately after the Allied Arts program 
on the Scott Hall tennis count. In case 
of ram, the Reelers will be included in 
the Allied Arts program. To conclude 
the afternoon’s activities, the parents are 
invited to open houses at all of the hous­
ing units.
(Continued on page 8)
IFC Songfest 
Vie For Awards 
NH Hall Tonight
Tonight the hallowed walls of New 
Hampshire Hall will resound with har­
mony as the annual IFC Songfest gets 
under way at 8 o’clock. _ .
Three fraternities and five sororities 
will be vicing for trophies in their re­
spective divisions. Each unit will sing 
two numbens. A  panel of three music in­
structors will then decide which group 
has done the best all around job and 
the best fraternity and sorority will each 
be awarded a cup.
Prof. Karl Bratton, head _ of the de­
partment o f . music at the university will 
be joined by Donald Wendlandt, director 
of the Dartmouth College Band, and 
Lewis Niven, Head of the Department 
of Music at the University of Maine.
The Master of Ceremonies, unnamed at 
presstime, will be from Senior Key. This 
vear the Songfest was originally sched­
uled to be held in the fall, but a conflict 
with the department of music, caused 
IFC to postpone the original November 
date to the spring.
Dress Casual
Therefore, although this is_ primarily 
an IFC function, Senior Key is co-spon- 
soring it along with Pan-Hellenic Coun­
cil. This became effective when Stunt 
Night, originally scheduled to be held 
this weekend, was cancelled.
Dress is casual as usual, with the men 
wearing dark trousers, dark shoes, and 
wrhite shirts, and the women will be at­
tired in either light colored sweaters and 
dark skirts, or light colored blouses and 
dark skirts.
Lambda Chi Alpha will sing Halls of 
Ivy, and Seventy-Six Trombones;  Theta 
Chi will do Big Rock Candy Mountain, 
and Aura Lee.
Alpha Chi Omega- will sing Green 
Sleeves, and All in the Golden After­
noon. The Galway Piper, will be rendered 
by Phi Mu, along with Every Night 
When the Sun Goes Down. Alpha Xi 
Delta will do Bushel and a Peck, and 
Madame Jeannette.
Chi Omega will sing I Know Where 
I’m Going, and Happy Talk. Theta Up- 
silon plans to do Deep River, and The 
Children’s Marching Song.
Judging- will be based on appearance, 
diction, balance, phrasing, intonation, 
blending of voices, stage presence, pre­
sentation, timing, originality, and appro­
priateness of selection.
Admission is 50 cents.
Junior Prom, "Top Hat And Tux" 
Features Bob Batchelder s Orchestra
Queen To Be Elected
By Toby Sprague
New Hampshire Hall will be the 
setting for this year’s Junior Prom, 
“Top Hat and Tux.” The date set for 
the Prom is May 8th at 9:00 p.m.
Bob Batchelder’s fourteen piece 
band will provide the music. Carmen 
Atkins, who attended the University 
and is a member of Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority, will be the vocalist. Bob’s 
band may be heard regularly at the 
Totem Pole Ballroom.
Elect Queen
The highlight of the evening will be 
the selection of a Queen to reign over 
the Ball. At 9:30 the Spotlight Dance 
will take place in which the candidates 
for the queen will participate. After 
this, voting for the Queen will take 
place, and at .̂1:30 Pete Hollister, 
class President, will announce the win­
ner. All of the candidates for the Queen 
will have to attend the Ball because of 
the voting procedure.
This year’s guests of honor will be 
Governor Powell, President Johnson, 
Vice-President Eddy, Dean McKoane, 
and Dean Gardiner.
Semi-Formal Attire
The dress for the Ball will be semi- 
formal attire which includes: formals 
for the girls and either tux, dinner jac­
kets, or suits for the guys.
The dance is open not only to Uni­
versity students but to the public. Tic­
kets may be purchased at the Union, 
Bookstore and The Wildcat.
Bob Batchelder
ASSOCIATION  OFFERS AID
The New Hampshire Library Associ­
ation is again offering a $75 scholarship 
to help a qualified person attend the sum­
mer library session at the University 
from July 6 to July 24.
Applications for the scholarship should 
be sent to Mrs. Rachel Sanborn, State 
Library Branch Office, Exeter, N. H. 
by May 1, 1959.
Stan Flower Starts 
Campus Humor And 
Literary Magazine
By Dick Weston
Anyone who has visited the Memo­
rial Union recently must have noticed 
the extensive publicity campaign car­
ried on in behalf of a new campus liter­
ary and humor magazine. While we 
understand there used to be such a ma­
gazine on this campus, this is a totally 
new idea to our generation of students, 
and one we have heard spoken of as 
badly needed.
The New Hampshire has tried to 
carry on the functions of a literary out­
let, but the space it can devote is ne­
cessarily limited by its main functions 
— to purvey news. Student writers and 
artists have had no'medium devoted 
solely to presenting their original work.
The new magazine is the brainchild 
of Stan Flower, a freshman who had 
two” years’ experience as a Navy jour­
nalist. He found no magazine of this 
type when he came here, and seeing 
the need, decided to start one.
He started to talk the idea around 
and received enthusiastic response from 
both students and faculty. He found 
a willing faculty advisor in Mr. Thomas 
Williams, a successful writer on his 
own right, who shares with Prof. Car­
roll Towle the position of factotum of 
our student writers by virtue of teach­
ing English 25-26.
Thirty volunteers appeared at an 
open meeting three weeks ago and the 
magazine’s organization is now nearly 
completed. Its constitution has been 
submitted to the Student Senate for 
approval, and all it needs now to be­
come a going concern is material.
Three Departments
• It will have three departments; liter­
ary, art, and humor. The editors are 
now looking for contributions — lots 
of them — in these three categories. 
The receptionist at the Memorial 
Union will receive these contributions 
and place them in a locked box which 
the editors have left at her desk.
What are they looking for? Literally 
anything — poetry, essays, stories, 
sketches, drawings, jokes, cartoons, 
even undeveloped ideas. All material 
submitted will be judged solely on the 
criterion of quality and good taste. 
There are no other restrictions. Plans 
call for the magazine to have twenty- 
five pages and appear six times a year, 
so it will have a healthy appetite for 
new material.
All contributions must include their 
(Continued on page 8)
Announce Results 
Of Student Senate 
And Class Elections
The results of the Student Senate 
Elections of dormitory and Fraternity- 
Sorority representatives are as follows;
Alexander; Robert Wallinger; East- 
West, Edmund Benson, Richard Four­
nier, Lee Gregory, Leo Dube, Robert 
Wheeler; Englehardt, Daniel Parr, 
Karl Van Ledtje; Fairchild, Steven 
Zottos; Gibbs, John Koziell, John Mor­
rison; Hetzel, Kenneth Bowlen, C. 
Stanley Flower, Russell Moore; Hun­
ter, Thomas Cook, John Robertson; 
McLaughlin, Nancie Piper, Mary Pul- 
sifer, Susan Thayer; New Hall, Linda 
Alpert, Wendy Rideout; North Con­
greve, Eleanor Hilliard, Elizabeth 
Humphreys; Sawyer, Sarah Clapp, 
Nancy Mclntire; Scott, Ellen Pirro, 
Linda Lawrence; Smith, Davida Mo­
rin, Ann Wichnertz; South Congreve, 
Barbara Russell, Bobbie Lobbin, Mar­
garet White; College Road, Victor 
Chrystowski; Phi Delta Upsilon, Neal 
Cunningham; Phi Mu Delta, John Ri­
chards; Tau Kappa E£silon, Joe Phel­
an; Alpha Xi Delta, Gay Brookes; 
Kappa Delta, Elizabeth Robinson.
The results of the class elections are 
now available for publication. -They are 
as follows:
For the Class of 1960; President, 
Clifford Lehman; Vice President, Mike 
Edwards; Secretary, Ann Wakefield; 
Treasurer, Judy Lane.
For the Class of 1961; President, 
Charles Bartlett; Vice President, Ar­
thur Griffin; Secretary, Corinne Car- 
pentiere; Treasurer, Becky Kalmano- 
vitz.
For the Class of 1962; President, 
Joseph Aieta; Vice President, Robert 
Coulfield; Secretary, Peggy Rich; 
Treasurer, Noella Pichette.
Students Display W ork
The annual exhibition of Student Work 
in The Arts will open at the University 
Gallery, the Library, on Saturday, May 
2nd. The exhibition is continued beyond 
the Gallery into the Exhibition Corridor, 
second floor, Hewitt Hall. Both shows 
will remain open to the public through 
June 4.
The work of over 250 students will be 
on display, with a wide variety of art 
work being shown. Furniture, pottery, 
ceramic sculpture, mobiles, j ewelry, weav­
ing, photography and sculpture, — the 
work of students in many classes and in 
the student workshop will be on display.
All-Aggie Day Offers 
Interesting Program
Pictured above are three agriculture students who were awarded prizes at 
last Saturdays, All Aggie Day, for their training and showmanship of the 
animal and its improvement and appearance. From left to right they are: 
Edward Morris, who was awarded second prize, and his Jersey calf; Larry 
Horbelt, 3rd prize, and his Jersey; and Pete Messer, who was awarded first 
prize and his winning Holstein calf. Photo by Purdy
Features New Hampshire Royal 
Events In Animal Exhibition
By ANDY JACKSON
Visitors from all over the state were on hand Saturday at Putnam 
Hall for the Sixth Annual All-Aggie Day.
The program began at the somewhat typical hour of 8:30 a.m. 
with the New Hampshire Royal. In all the Royal events, improve­
ment and appearance of the animal as well as training and show­
manship were the basis for awards, rather than type or ancestry of 
the animal.
Judges appointed for the day were 
Professor Lou Baker, of the University 
of Massachusetts, and James Clapp, a 
graduate of University of Massachusetts.
Douglas Benson took first place in the 
Beef Class, with Conrad Jerkelsen sec­
ond and James Highet, third.
First place in the Dairy Class was 
awarded to Peter Messer. Edward Mor­
ris came in second and Larry Horbelt 
took third place.
Top points in the Horse Class went to 
Philip Nurse, with Carol Syvertsen, sec­
ond and Lianne MacWilliams, third.
Intermission Exhibits
An intermission between judging 
events was then held so that the visitors 
could inspect the various club exhibits.
The Botany Club was given first place 
by a panel of judges for its spring rock 
garden, obviously representing a great 
deal of time and effort. Another interest­
ing exhibit was a scale model and draw­
ing of a “mechanical tobacco harvester,” 
designed and constructed by Kenneth Rich 
and exhibited by the Agricultural Engi­
neering Club.
The N. H. Royal resumed with the 
Sheep Class. Mary Rutter, John Thomas, 
and Lianne MacWilliams received 1st,
2nd, and 3rd place respectively.
George Buzzel ltook first in the Colt 
Class, Janet Balch was second, and 
Philip Nurse took third.
The blue ribbon in the Swine Class 
went to Robert Frizzell. Conrad Terkel- 
sen was second and Douglas Benson 
third.
This concluded the morning activities.
A chicken barbecue held under the au­
spices of the College of Agriculture could 
aspire to be nothing less than perfection.
And perfection, according to the fortu­
nate visitors, it was.
The well-fed audience filed back into 
Putnam Pavilion for the afternoon pro­
gram, including the Parade of Breeds 
and the Premier Showman Class.
To qualify for the Premier Showman 
class a contestant must have received first 
place honors in one of the preceding six 
categories. The contestant was then re­
quired to show one animal from each 
class in the Premier Showman event.
The exception to this was in the Dairy 
Class, where both 1st and 2nd place 
winner were allowed to enter the final 
competition.
Premier Showman
Edward Morris walked off with the 
coveted prize of Premier Showman of the 
day, and Peter Messer was named Re­
serve Premier Showman. Both of the 
above are Dairy Majors in TSA.
All-Aggie Day is planned and carried 
out entirely by students. Special credit 
should go to Ring Master Cathie Oliver, 
and to the Master of Ceremonies, James 
Van Alstine.
Chairman of the Aggie-Day Commit­
tee was Floyd Timson, and Royal Chair­
man was Douglas Benson.
Those in charge of the other commit­
tees were: Joan Wheeler, program;
Richard Rhoades, Malcolm Zwolinski,
Floyd Timson, advertising; Edward Vin- 
ski, barbecue; Dean Eggert, Conrad 
Terkelsen, publicity; Liane MacWilliams, 
judges; William Martin, Rodney Hag- 
gett, prizes; John Newton, exhibits.
Club presidents responsible for the ex­
hibits were: John Newton, Agricultural 
Engineers; Edward Vinski, Alpha Zeta; 
Roger Rutter, Animal Industry Club; 
Beyoung Kwack, Botany Club; Malcolm 
Zwolinski, Forestry and Wildlife Club; 
William Zeller, 4-H Club; Willard 
Dodge, Future Farmers of America; 
Joan Prisby, Home Economics Club; 
George Greene, Horticultural Club; Otis 
Lane, Poultry Club.
U.S. Civil Service 
Announces A Need 
For Accountants
Accountants and auditors are needed in 
Washington, D. C., and throughout the 
United States in the General Accounting 
Office, the Department of Defense (which 
includes the Army, Navy, and Air 
Force), the Internal Revenue Service, and 
various other Federal agencies, the 
United States Civil Service Commission 
announces. The entrance salaries are 
$4,040 and $4,980 a year.
To qualify applicants must have com­
pleted appropriate accounting study or 
have had equivalent progressive experi­
ence. Persons qualifying on the basis of 
education or CPA Certificate will not be 
required to take a written test.
Those wishing to qualify on the basis 
of experience will be required to take a 
written test to demonstrate satisfactory 
knowledge of accounting principles.
Examination Announcement No. 188 
contains complete information regarding 
the requirements and how to apply. Get a 
copy of this announcement and applica­
tion forms, or information as to where 
you may get them, at any post office or 
from the U. S. Civil Service Commis­
sion, Washington 25, D. C. Applications 
will be accepted until further notice.
Official Notices
All students are responsible for knowledge 
of notices appearing here.
Mother’s Day Parking. The New
Hampshire Hall parking lot will be 
closed to all students on Mother’s 
Day, Saturday, May 2, and will be 
reserved for parents only.
Time and Room Schedules are not
expected to be available before May 
4. When available, copies may be 
obtained in Thompson Hall.
The University Civil Defense 
Committee wishes to express their 
appreciation to students and fac­
ulty for their excellent cooperation 
during the Civil Defense alert on 
last Friday.
With but a few minor excep­
tions, all members of the commu­
nity responded quickly and serious­
ly to signals and directions.
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ESSO R ES EA R C H  wbrks Wonders with oil
Helps “mirror” finishes hold bright future
Granite Staff Elects 
Officers To Direct 
I960 Publication
At a meeting of the 1959 GRANITE 
staff on April 22nd, officers were elected 
to direct the preparation and publication 
of the book for the ensuing year.
John Blewett, of Portland, Maine, was 
elected to replace Rod Story as Editor- 
in Chief, while Roger Roy, of Danbury, 
Connecticut, was chosen to replace Henry 
Drabik as Business Manager.
Others elected were: Robert Edney, 
Associate Editor; Donald Laurence, Ad­
vertising Manager; Thomas L. Purdy 
III, Photography Editor; Lesley Buck- 
man, Class Editor; Marsha Center, Or­
ganizations Editor; Ann Alexander, Art 
Editor; Corinne Carpentiere, Secretary; 
Arieta Frank, Fraternities-Sororities 
Editor; Charles Bartlett, Sports Editor; 
Sally Orcutt, Features Editor; Brenda 
Ferguson, Literary Editor; Linda Albert, 
Dormitories Editor; and Rebecca Kal- 
manovitz, Social Chairman.
These people will assume office upon 
distribution of 1959 GRANITE, some­
time in the latter part of May.
“ Since most meatballs tend not to 
bounce, I suggest that Bastille Day be 
celebrated in Lee, New Hampshire as 







“ This year’s interhouse-debates will 
be bigger and better than ever.” Thus 
spoke Clyde R. Coolidge, president of 
Tau Kappa Alpha the honorary debate 
society and chairman of this campus 
event. This annual event will take place 
on Thursday night May 7, 1959 from 
6:45 to 9 p.m. All housing units are 
invited to participate. They may enter 
as many two person teams as they 
wish. This year’s topic is: Resolved: 
In 2000 a.d. it will be a woman’s world. 
The teams from the girls housing 
units will be affirmatives against the 
negatives from the boy’s housing units. 
A trophy will be awarded to the win­
ning housing unit.
The judges of these events will be 
faculty members. ‘Charles Sawyer is in 
charge of scheduling. Those participat­
ing in the events in Murkland Audito­
rium are encouraged to wear costumes 
and make their cases as humorous as 
possible. It will be informal and no 
preparation is necessary. Last year the 
undefeated team of Lee Simpson and 
Carlotta Regan from Chi Omega won 
the contest defeating Jim Houey and 
Tom Bergan of Sigma Beta in the 
finals.
Notices have been sent around and 
for details of registration. Please see 
your house president. Anyone needing 
further information should see Mrs. 
Williamson of the speech department 
in Thompson 301 or Clyde Coolidge 
in Sigma Beta. Anyone who wants help 
with cases etc. should see members of 
the debate team which includes: Dick 
Engel, Robin Steady, Phil Copp in 
Hunter, Bette Lyons, South Congreve 
or Ellen Pirro, Scott.
The Debate Team hones to see all 
the housing units including the dormi­
tories participating in this year’s inter­
house debates.
Bad driving conditions prevailed in less 
than 15 percent of the fatal highway acci­
dents in the U.S. in 1957.
Hotel Ad. Students 
Make Boston Trip
Several students of the Hotel Admin­
istration Curriculum recently mqde an 
annual instruction trip to the New En­
gland Hotel and Restaurant Show at 
the Hotel Statler-Hilton in Boston. 
The University was represented by an 
illustrative and informative display.
One of the activities attended was 
the annual New Hampshire Night 
given by the hotel students and Hotel 
Alumni. At this time a special award 
was given to Bob Taylor ’54 of the 
Exeter Inn for being the Outstanding 
Alumnus, refering to the time he has 
devoted to the Association and stu­
dents.
Students Show Appreciation to Starke
Professor Raymond R. Starke, Head 
of the Department of Hotel Adminis­
tration was presented with a sterling 
silver engraved cigarette case by the 
students to show their sincere appre­
ciation of his efforts for the hotel 
school. The students also attended the 
“ Early-bird” breakfast at the Parker 
House, an instructive tour to the Bos­
ton Market with the Statler Purchasing 
Agent, and a meeting with the Food 
and Beverage Controller.
Those who attended the show with 
Professor Starke included: Kelly
Brown, Herbert Brock, Leonard Bo­
gart, George Davis, Ed Hellenbrand, 
George Bussell, Warren Webster, 
Bruce Marden, Jack Clifton, Jessica 
Siegler, Elias Gordon,, Frank Small, 
Dick Clark, Ellen Killeen, Dick Con­
way, Phillip Putney, Bill O ’Connell, 
Marcia Houck, Dick Sears, and Jan 
Allen.
Civil Defense Committee 
Expresses Its Appreciation
The University Civil Defense Commit­
tee wishes to express their appreciation 
to students and faculty for their excellent 
cooperation during the Civil Defense 
alert on last Friday. With but a few 
minor exceptions, all members of the 
community responded quickly and serious­
ly to signals and directions. Reports in­
dicate the alert was by far the most suc­
cessful to date.
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Even the finishes are exciting, on the new cars! They have new color, new gleam. They stay new looking longer, 
seldom need polishing, shrug off bad weather. Esso Research helped in perfecting these fine finishes by 
developing fast-drying solvents derived from oil. Your car looks better, runs better — 
because ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. '£sso
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University Flying Club Offers 
Flight Training To Students
By ANNE SKUGGEVIK
There is little question that we live 
in an air-conscious age. W e’ve grad­
uated from the old maxim that, “only 
crazy people and birds fly” , and have 
gone in for air travel in a big way. 
■Contrary to popular opinion, however, 
flying is not restricted to the military 
and commercial air lines. In fact, a 
pilot’s license is within the reach of 
every student at this university.
One flight is all that is needed to be 
convinced that flying would indeed be 
an interesting hobby. The strange feel­
ing of suspension; seeing UNH spread 
out like a pasteboard exhibit from 1500 
feet; viewing the upper back of a sea­
gull in flight; the immense panorama 
of the New Hampshire countryside 
meeting the ocean at Hampton; all 
these experiences are in store for the 
person who enters the world of flight.
The UNH Flying Club was incorpo­
rated specifically to offer supervised 
flight training to all interested students. 
The club owns a J3 Piper “ Cub” which 
is maintained by Federal Aviation 
Agency Licensed personnel, and is han- 
gared at Hampton Airport. The “ Cub” 
cruises at 70 mph and gets approxima­
tely 19 miles per gallon of aviation fuel.
Prospective pilots must undergo
carefully supervised training in naviga­
tion, map reading, and aircraft mecha­
nics as well as actual training in flight. 
After completing the required 15 hours 
dual, and 25 hours of solo flight, the 
student must pass a written examina­
tion in flight theory, navigation, and 
regulations of the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration. As with automobile li­
censes, a pilot must pass a “ driving 
test” given by a CAA examiner. Hav­
ing fulfilled all these requirements, the 
student is in possession of a private 
pilot’s license.
In addition to providing flight train­
ing, the club engages in cross-country 
trips, and holds contests such as spot 
landing contests with other aviation 
clubs in the vicinity.
Students interested in adopting flying 
as a hobby will have a further chance 
to investigate the possibilities at the 
May 7 regular meeting of the club to 
be held at 7 :0O p.m. in, the Carroll 
Belknap Room of the Memorial Union. 
The members have prepared a genuine, 
all-color “ talkie” demonstrating some 
of the more scatterbrained aspects of 
flying. At great expense they have se­
cured the services of Barney Stormer, 
famous movie star. See you there?
Joseph B. Dodge, 
FamousMountaineer 
Speaks To Club
Tuesday, May 5, the Outing Club will 
sponsor a lecture by Joseph B. Dodge, 
the infamous “Mayor of Porky Gulch” . 
Joe recently retired as the manager of 
the Appalachian Mountain Club hut 
system, for the development of which he 
was responsible. He was also instrumen­
tal in developing the Mt. Washington 
weather observatory, which has now op­
erated for almost thirty years.
Joe Dodge is notorious throughout the 
mountains for his boisterous character, 
his tall tales, and for his liberal use of 
colorful words. Joe has lived in and 
around the mountains all his life and is 
one of the few mountain men to have 
become famed as an extrovert rather 
than a hermit. His style of humor is one 
that you will never forget once you have 
heard it.
Don’t forget the date, Tuesday, May 
5, at 8:30 p.m. in the Merrimac Room 
of the Memorial Union.
Air Force Cadets Receive 
Their Regular Commissions
Colonel James H. Starbuck, Professor 
of Air Science at the University, an­
nounced this week the names of six Ad­
vanced Air Force ROTC Cadets who 
have been offered Regular Air Force 
commissions as Second Lieutenants.
If accepted, the commissions will be 
awarded during graduation week at the 
University. The six cadets were selected 
as Distinguished Military Graduates be­
cause of their splendid records as mem­
bers of the Air Force ROTC organiza­
tions at Durham.
The cadets who have been offered the 
regular commissions are: Linwood N. 
Purington, Jr., George T. Mauro, Albert 
H. Jones, Jr., Allan C. Sawyer, Gerard 
J. Arseneault, and Donald D. L’Esper- 
ance.
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GERALD A. PARSO N S received his B.A. in
1950 and his M.B.A. one year later, both 
from Cornell University. He joined General 
Electric in 1954 and is presently Specialist- 
Marketing Administration in the company’s 
Large Steam Turbine-Generator Department.
tains, and Boston, and still maintains a 
small town environment.
Mrs. Johnson belongs to the League of 
Women Voters. She was president of it 
when they lived in Eugene, Oregon, and 
has been active in Durham. She is a 
member of the Women’s Club, the 
A.A.U.W. the Tuesday Afternoon Club, 
and the Guild at the Community Church.
Camputl SfuUlUjitt
By M AR TH A HIGGON
The University’s “ First Lady” , Mrs. Eldon Johnson, is an attrac­
tive, small, brunette, with a pleasing and receptive manner.
Mrs. Johnson was born in Indiana, went to high school there, 
and attended Indiana State where she majored in home economics. 
After graduating from high school ,she worked for two years for 
the superintendent of schools in Martinsville. This is where she 
fir.st met Mr. Johnson when he was on 
his first teaching job in Martinsville.
Mrs. Johnson then went to college and 
completed her work in three years by 
going winters and summers. Mr. Johnson 
and she went together for five years be­
fore they were married.
After graduating from college, she was 
married and taught clothing for two years 
in hi^h school at Martinsville. While Mr.
Johnson was studying for his doctorate 
at the University of Wisconsin.
When he completed his course of study 
they moved to Washington, D. _C. where 
Mr. Johnson was appointed Director of 
the Graduate School in the Department 
of Agriculture. While in Washington, 
their two daughters, Judith and Suzanne 
were born.
Judy is now a sophomore at the Uni 
versify of Maine. She plans to be an 
elementary school teacher.
Sue is a junior at Oyster River High 
School. She has no definite plans for the 
future. Recently she has visited the Uni­
versity of Vermont, Middlebury, Colby 
(in Maine), and Pembroke but has not 
decided as yet where she wants to go.
From Washington, the Johnson went 
to the University of Oregon where they 
lived for ten years. In 1951, they spent 
seven months in Europe seeing Great 
Britain, Scotland, Ireland, Italy, France,
Germany, Belgium, Holland, and the 
Scandinavian countries.
Move to Durham
Four years ago, the Johnson family 
came to Durham. The President’s house 
was completely redecorated Jor them, with 
Mrs. Johnson as her own interior decor­
ator.
Mrs. Johnson’s primary_ interests are 
interior decorating and antiques. She en­
joys reading, especially autobiographies 
and biographies. She loves all sports 
with hockey and basketball as her fav­
orites.
The President’s wife enjoys all_ the 
entertaining which goes with her ,position.
She likes seeing the students and faculty 
.members and meeting the distinguished 
people who visit the campus.
She has been impressed by the uni 
versity students body and their interest 
in intellectual functions as shown, by that 
attendance at the convocations and dis­
tinguished lecturers series.
Finds Durham Pleasant
Mrs. Johnson enjoys living in Durham 
and thinks the University is ideally lo­





A  good place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER  
W e Give S&H Stamps
C O L O N I A L
Portsmouth GE 6-2605 *
N O W  PLAY ING  
W alt Disney's
THE SHAGGY DOG
with Fred M acM urray  
Cont. Daily From 2:00 PM
Coming Soon!
John W ayne  Dean Martin
RIO  BRAVO
Tudor Singers Plan 
Spring Activities
The thirteen voice Tudor Singers of 
the University’s Department of Music 
have been actively engaged during these 
spring months.
On April 18 the group went to Burling­
ton, Vermont, to participate in the Inter­
collegiate Choral Festival sponsored by 
Trinity College. Twelve colleges from 
New York, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, and Canada were repre­
sented. The Tudor Singers were well re­
ceived in their performance of madrigals 
by di Lasso, Gibbons, Bennett and Paul 
Hindemith, as well as a seven part motet 
by Gabrieli.
On May 3 the Tudor Singers will pre­
sent a concert on the campus of Farm­
ington State Teachers College at Farm­
ington, Maine. In addition to traditional 
madrigals, the featured works will be the 
Buxtehude cantata, “Jesu, Meine Freude” 
and the “Serenade to Music” by the late 
Ralph Vaugkan Williams. Soloists from 
the group will be heard in both works.
The only .concert on the UNH campus 
by the Tudor Singers will be May 27 at 
8:00 p,m. in Murkland Auditorium. The 
public is cordially invited to attend.
Mrs. Johnson, as she stands beside 
one of the many flower arrangements 
which she makes herself. She is also 
her own interior decorator.
Going, Going, Gone
PINNED: Fran Pomorski, Alpha Xi 
to Bill Allsion, Phi Mu Delta; Marilyn 
Maley, Kappa Delta to Paul Weston, 
Acacia; Penny Hallward, Alpha Chi 
to Dick Gage, SAE.
ENGAGED: Peggy Robinson, Chi 
O to Tony Brown, Phi Mu Delta; Sally 
Perkins, Alpha Xi to Jeff Small, Delta 
Main. *
Mr. Messeck Addresses 
Forestry and Wildlife Club
Mr. William Messeck, Jr., State For­
ester of Concord, N. H., addressed the 
Forestry and Wildlife Club on Thurs­
day, April 16, on the subject of “Prep­
aration for Professional Careers.”
The Club elected Charles Kent of 
Keene as President for 1959-60. Other 
officers elected are Joseph Vaillancourt, 
Vice President; Nancy Randle, Secre­
tary; and John H. Morse, Treasurer. The 
Club discussed plans for a volunteer for­
est fire organization.
The Prompt Box
A Mask and Dagger meeting will be 
held tonight, Thursday, April 30, at 
6 :30 p.m., to discuss Banquet plans and 
the Interhouse Play Competition, spon­
sored by Mask and Dagger, directed by 
members of the English 48 class, and 
acted by the members of the various 
housing units and commuters.
The Annual Banquet will be held May 
22 at the Exeter Inn. The cost per per­
son will be $2.25, with senior members 
of Mask and Dagger guests of the or­
ganization.
Recently initiated into Mask and Dag­
ger are: Martha Jacobson, Maggie Nev- 
ers, Brenda Zinn, Bruce Dexter, Jim 
Cooke, Bob Grotty, John Whitaker, John 
Billington and Bob Arseneau.
The following slate of officers for next 
year has been elected: President Frank 
Scarito, Vice-president Ron Brown (re- 
elections in both cases), Secretary Lee 
Rente, and Treasurer Carol Covell.
Annual Red Cross Blood 
Bank Awards Presented
The Annual Red Cross Blood Bank 
Awards were presented Thursday, April 
23, at the ROTC Drill. The awards were 
presented through the courtesy of Scab­
bard and Blade and Pershing Rifles, who 
sponsored the last drawing.
Joe Shillady gave an award to the 
representative of Phi Delta Upsilon, the 
fraternity which had the highest donor 
percentage for the year. Awards were 
also given to Hunter, Kappa Delta, and 
Smith for the highest donor percentages 
at the last drawing.
A lady’s wrist watch was lost 
last Monday somewhere between 
N. H. Hall and Murkland. It had 
a black wrist band and a gold and 
silver casing around the watch. If 
found, it should be returned to 




WENH, Channel 11, in Durham has 
received answers to about half of the first 
5,000 program surveys sent out around 
the state recently.
In a list of categories of adult pro­
grams first place preferences votes went 
to weather reports, meal planning, know 
your schools, classical music, old masters 
of art, American history, stocks and 
bonds, book reviews, religions of man, 
the national congress, public speaking, 
and travel films. The station has also 
listed second and third preferences for 
adult programs.
For pre-school children the most pop­
ular choice was for a kindergarten of 
the air. In the primary school age group, 
story hours took precedence; and for 
the _ intermediate age, cutb and boy scout 
projects were favored. Good citizenship 
was the most popular program for older 
children.
The surveys were distributed to wom­
en’s clubs, service clubs, parent-teacher 
groups, granges, schools, teachers, and 
to_ 25 town meetings. Additional surveys 
will_ go to other farm groups, labor or­
ganizations, and to Navy and Air Force 
installations. Individuals may request 
surveys from Channel 11 in Durham.






Now under new management
The biggest challenge 
a man has to face is himself”
DOVER, N. H.
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Coming next Wed. May 13
Lloyd Arnold
ROCK 'N  ROLL REVIEW
“ Men and businesses are alike in one respect,” says 
Gerald A. Parsons, 30-year-old marketing and per­
sonnel development specialist. “ Their success de­
pends to a great extent on how well they respond to 
challenge. And I’ve found that the biggest challenge 
a man has to face on his job is not the competition of 
others —  but the far more important one of develop­
ing himself to his fullest capabilities.,
“ During my four years with General Electric, 
I’ve had plenty of opportunity for self-development. 
Challenging training assignments at five different 
locations within the company have given me a 
broader understanding of my career area. In my 
present job I have the benefit of working with ex­
perts, both in establishing long-range goals and in 
helping to achieve them. I’ve found that working 
toward future potential is vital in the development 
of successful businesses —  and successful men.”
Young men such as Gerry Parsons are important 
to the future of companies like General Electric and 
to the growth of America’s dynamic, competitive- 
enterprise economy. Our nation’s progress will de­
pend more and more upon those forward-looking 
individuals who continue to develop to their fullest 
capabilities during their lifetime.
That is why General Electric provides a climate 
for individual progress —  with opportunity for in­
creasing knowledge and skills —  for all of its em­
ployees, including 30,000 college graduates. For it 
is only as individuals meet the challenge of self­
development that there continues to be progress for 
a business, an industry, or a nation.
Progress Is Our Most Important Product
G E N E R A L ELECTRIC
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Less Responsibility?
The administration at this University seems to have taken another 
step in the direction of good, sound, businesslike efficiency. As a 
result, none of the disturbing symptoms usually connected with the 
outbreak of Spring Registration will be in evidence next week. W e 
will see no long waiting lines near the registration offices; side­
walks will be free of students wandering up and down in quest of 
signatures. All this has been swept away by the new registration 
procedure. Instead there will be a list of appointments in each ad­
viser’s notebook and a bulge in the mailman’s bag of campus mail.
What has happened? Is someone trying to make things as com­
fortable as possible for the poor, overworked student? Or is it, as 
some have insinuated since the plan was announced, that this is 
just another trick to take away some of his responsibility? Yes, 
these critics say, it’s all very well to say things will be easier, but 
we won’t be able to pick our instructors any more. It says in the 
registration plan: “ Do not fill in section or hours” . Unless we give 
a good reason for requesting a special schedule, someone else will 
decide for us what hours we will be attending classes.
But these objections don’t really hold water. As for choosing our 
instructors, we can still do so in single-section courses. Only the 
multiple-section courses present a problem. And even here, we can 
answer that it wasn’t afiy better under the old plan. The depart­
m ents are never certain at the tim e o f registration  w hich  professor 
will be teaching a certain section in September.
And if the “ critics” are not satisfied with this statement, we have 
another little proposal. Even if it were possible for  ̂ students to 
choose their instructors in multiple-section courses, this would not 
necessarily be the ideal thing. W hy? Simply because^these are in­
troductory courses, for the most part. The students signing up are 
probably not acquainted with the department. The little they know 
is on hearsay. What kind of a criterion will they have to choose by?
W e think petitions and heated discussions regarding the new 
registration plan are premature. Let’s give it a try at any rate. If 
a large proportion of the students are dissatisfied with the way 
it works out, the Registrar has said he will make changes. And 
it isn’t as though we were experimenting. The universities of Con­
necticut, Massachusetts, Maine and other states have used this time- 
saving, decentralized plan for years.-
Student At Work
Most of us have become familiar with the work of several_ pro­
fessional artists this year, due to an excellent series of exhibits in 
the Library. Unfortunately, this is not the case with regard to the 
work of some talented art majors on this campus.
Last month, the drawings and prints of a junior art major were 
on exhibit in Hewitt Hall. This was the first show of the kind, un­
believable as it may sound. And we are disturbed by the fact that 
this unique exhibit was confined to a narrow, second-floor corridor 
in Hewitt, where very few students, except those studying art, 
could have a chance to see it. *
W e do not claim to be expert judges of art, but after a brief ex­
amination, we think that Donald Labranche’s graceful experiments 
with lines compare quite favorably with some of the professional 
work shown at the Library this year. W e do not doubt that there 
are many other talented students in the art department who could 
muster up enough drawings for a one-man show of their pwn. So 
why not set aside some spot in our spacious Library for just this 
purpose?
It is true that the annual student exhibit of art work will be 
set up at the Library this month. But this is no substitute for a 
series of showings, each of which would give us a complete sampling 
of the techniques of some talented art student.
A Winning Streak
The University’s debating team has just ended one  ̂ of its most 
successful seasons in years. Tw o weeks ago it won an international 
College Tournament in Massachusetts, and last week-end, when we 
talked with Coadi Margie Williamson, it had won nineteen out of 
the last twenty-three debates. This is all the more remarkable if 
we consider that this University has no speech department. Most 
of the team members are novices in the art of rhetoric; they must 
compete with varsity team members of other colleges who have a 
great deal more training.
Still, this struggling young team is doing credit to the University. 
W e naturally wonder why it is only now coming into its own. The 
reason is simple: what we have on campus is a branch of Tau Kappa 
Alpha, the national debating society. It is a permanent part of the 
University, not just a student club. The University hires a coach 
to train the team, but until recently, no coach ever stayed on for 
very long. Now that the team has finally been put into gear, we can 
perhaps look forward to an increasing membership in the society 
and more support from the students.
This support will be needed no later than next week. T K A  is 
sponsoring an inter-house debate on May 7, dealing with a humorous 






Knowing of the editors’ keen interest 
in accurate news reporting, I wonder 
if you would mind making one correc­
tion in your Page One story of March 
26 ( “William Loeb Speaks to Univer­
sity Students” ).
In the second paragraph of the sec­
ond column you state that I admitted 
that I “ considered the proposed road- 
building program of more benefit to 
the state,” etc. If you will recall, I 
made no comparison — nor is any war­
ranted — between the need for Gover­
nor Powell’s highway program and the 
need for faculty pay raises at UNH.
What I did say, I believe, is that we 
should not “ turn up our noses at the 
importance of road building,” and then 
followed with the quote you cited — 
“it would benefit education indirectly 
by improving the state’s industrial po­
tential.”
Unintentional Error Perhaps
This may not seem important to you, 
and I am sure it was an unintentional 
error, inspired perhaps by the wording 
of the student’s question, but it has 
been the editorial position of the 
UNION LEADER that faculty pay 
raises are indeed warranted and no 
doubt will be forthcoming when the 
state has the money% What we have 
deplored is the means employed by the 
university to state its case.
It was a pleasure to appear before 
such a large turnout of students, and 
I too hope that the next time we will 
have time “ for discussion or rebuttal 
of the positions (we) took.” We did 
have some opportunity along that line 
when smaller groups gathered on stage 







From The Observation Post
Dear Mr. Finnegan
By DICK WESTON
I was walking around the campus 
last week, trying to think of a subject 
for this column, when Dave Snow, our 
genial Editor-in-Chief, waylaid me on 
the library steps.
“ Hey Weston,” he said, “ why don’t 
you come around to the office once in 
a while? All we ever see of you is your 
story sliding under the door.”
I tried to tell him that I have to send 
my three-year-old daughter up to the 
office with my stories because my wife 
is insanely jealous of all the beautiful 
girls there (they have them in movie 
newspaper offices, so why can’t we?) 
and she has to slide them under the 
door because she can’t reach, the door- 
nob yet, but I don’t think he was even 
listening, because he went right on talk­
ing.
“We’ve got a letter for you from the 
Manchester Union. It’s been there three 
weeks now. Why don’t you come and 
get it?”
For me, from the Manchester Union?
A contract to join the editorial staff? 
An invitation to get out of the state? 
It turned out not to be so dramatic 
as that. It was, in fact, the letter from 
Mr. Finnegan which you will find else­
where on this page. I think it is worthy 
of further attention, and with your 
patience, I will devote the rest of this 
column to an answer.
Dear Mr. Finnegan;
“ I most sincerely regret having mis­
interpreted your remarks. In fact, no 
one can be gladder than I to learn that 
you did not say what I thought you 
said, for the attitude I reported you as 
expressing was an extraordinarily be­
nighted one. It must have been the con­
text in which you spoke, because I, and 
several other students who were pre­
sent, received the impression that you 
said exactly what I reported in regard 
to roads and faculty salaries. For this 
reason The New Hampshire is doubly 
glad to print your letter, to clear up 
this misconception.
“ I fear I have plainly revealed my 
amateur standing by falling into such
a misinterpretation, but as an amateur 
who is seriously interested in learning 
more about the practical aspects of 
journalism, I should like to ask you a 
question.
Editorial Style
“ Why don’t you write your editorials 
in the same clear and concise style you 
used in your letter. I found your state­
ment of the Union Leader’s editorial 
position in the letter much easier to 
understand and believe than when it is 
couched in its usual tone of didactic 
hysteria on the editorial page.
“ Nowhere have I ever seen the 
Union Leader’s policy on faculty sal­
aries stated before in a fashion in which 
I could even make sense of it. If your 
editorial style has this effect on one 
not-overly-bright college student, 
mightn’t it have the same effect on 
others?
“ As I have said, I am only an ama­
teur with little understanding of such 
matters. So I would really appreciate 
knowing the,real reason for your edi­
torial style. If they followed the same 
reasonable and clear method as your 
letter, I might not disagree with the 
Union Leader’s positions any less, but 
I would at least have a great deal more 
respect for them, and there is much 
room within me for that.
Sincerely,
“ R. E. W ESTON
“P. S. W e would really look forward 
to you and Mr. Loeb appearing here 
again in a situation which allows both 
sides to argue their positions. Hope 




Rehearsals are now in progress for 
Mask and Dagger’s final production of 
the year, “Visit to a Small Planet”, to 
be presented May 14, 15, and 16.
The play is a light comedy centered 
around Kreton, the out-of-space visitor 
to the planet Earth, played by Charles 
Copenhaver. Kreton has the remarkable 
ability of being able to “hear” what the 
people around him are thinking, which 
creates a number of amusing situations 
in the Spelding household, the home_ in 
which Mr. Kreton accidentally finds him­
self visiting.
Dramatis Personae
The head of the Spelding family is 
Roger Spelding, a TV commentator 
played by Jim Cooke. Mrs. Spelding, the 
housewife who is very concerned with 
the space ship landing in her rose garden 
and where and how she is going to put 
up her increasing number of guests, is 
played by Martha Jacobsen. Ellen, the 
Spelding’s only child is played by Maggie 
Nevers and Conrad, Ellen’s boyfriend, 
is played by Dick Merk.
The Army is also represented in the 
play, in the person of General Tom 
Powers, who has been given the special 
duty of finding out all he can about Kre­
ton and making sure no one else finds 
out about him except the proper authori­
ties and of course the Speldings. General 
Powers is played by Bob McGirr.
Cat Has Role
Among the other members of the cast 
are General Powers’ aide, played by Paul 
Kotseos, Delton 4, played by Bob Crotty, 
and two television men, played by Bruce 
Dexter and Paul Nadeau. Another im­
portant character which must not be for­
gotten is Rosemary, the cat, who strikes 
up a lovely friendship with Kreton and 
even offers to catch a mouse for him 
to eat.
Letters To The Editor
Memorial Field 
In Bad Shape
The Department of Physical Education 
for Women is seriously concerned with 
the wear and tear on our one and only 
field resulting from the unauthorized use 
of Memorial Field after six o’clock in 
the evening by groups of men from the 
dormitories and fraternities.
We are thoroughly in sympathy with 
your need for a field for recreation on 
these nice spring evenings; and if we had 
sufficient space ourselves, we would be 
delighted to have you use the field for 
just that purpose.
However, this is our problem: The 
only field we have is Memorial Field. It 
is used all day to conduct from one to 
three different classes. It is used from 
4-6 and after 6 :30 until dark for our 
entire intramural, intercollegiate, co- 
recreational and extension programs. In 
addition, the ROTC drills and parades 
also are using the field. Varsity lacrosse 
has also used it, The field might possibly 
survive this treatment if we had the 
.summer to fertilize, reseed and care for 
it. But this field on campus is the only 
one used all summer by summer school 
classes and special events.
Deteriorates Yearly
As a result, the condition of Memorial 
Field has gradually deteriorated over the 
years. It is already in poor shape for 
golf and especially for field hockey which 
needs smooth turf for the rolling ball. 
We would therefore like to request that 
the men on campus cooperate with us and 
use the field house or other areas for
Students Called 
Week-End Loafers
Two weeks ago there was an article in 
The New Hampshire which struck out 
against those people who have turned 
UNH into a five-day college. This week 
I would like to blast those that stay on 
campus; and do nothing. The Outing 
Club had three trips last weekend; one 
skiing and hiking to Tuckerman’s Ravine, 
one canoeing, and one rock climbing to 
Stonehouse Pond. Two of these trips 
were cancelled due to lack of interest, 
and the third one had about ten partici­
pating.
I would like to say now that none of 
these trips required any previous experi­
ence. If any were needed, it would have 
been stated on the posters and the sign­
up sheets.
Recent Trip Cancelled
I was to lead one of the trips -that was 
cancelled. I was around all day Sunday 
and I took a few observations. I saw 
students doing nothing but riding around 
in cars or lying on the grass or watching 
the baseball game on TV. For all the 
talk around about the poor physical con-
their recreational aotivities. For unless 
we can give the field some rest, all the 
activities conducted on the field as well 
as our classes will suffer.
We realize this is not a perfect solu­
tion and we sincerely regret having to 
take this step. We hope that in the best 
interests of all students you will help 
us “Keep Memorial Field Green.” 
MARION C. BECKWITH, Director 
Department of Physical 
Education for Women
dition of the American young people, the 
students on the UNH campus don’t seem 
to be too worried about it.
After sitting around in classes and 
studying all week, I should think that a 
little hiking or canoeing or climbing 
would seem like fun. With the beauty of 
New Hampshire in the springtime, I 
should think that a few of you students 
would like to get out and enjoy it.
Many people feel that they wouldfi’t 
enjoy an Outing Club trip because it is 
a “clique”. This is probably true, but I 
have always found that just about any 
group or organization is a clique and 
the only thing that can be done is to 
join it.
I would really like to see more people 
on our future trips and more people 
showing an interest in Outing Club. If 
any of you would like any information 
about NHOC, I wish you would call me 
at AGR or drop in at the Outing Club 
Offices Friday afternoons between 2:00 
and 5 :00. I would be glad to receive any 
criticisms.
Lecture on Mountains
Coming up May 5, the Outing Club will 
sponsor a lecture by Joe Dodge, the jfa- 
mous authority on the White Mountains. 
Last year, Joe retired as hut master of 
all the Appalachian Mountain Club Huts 
in the White Mountains and supervisor 
of the Mount Washington experimental 
station, positions which he has held for 
over 30 years. His lecture topic will be 
“What the White Mountains Mean to 
the Students of UNH”. Don’t forget that 
date, Tuesday, May 5th at 8:30 p.m. in 
the Strafford Room of the Memorial 
Union.
Vaughn Cameron





It is the hope of the Women’s Club 
of Durham that the historical mural, for 
which they have secured the artist and 
are securing the funds, will be com­
plete and in place on the south wall of 
the Durham Post Office, ready for de­
dication when the new Durham Federal 
Building on the corner of Main Street 
and Madbury Road is dedicated in 
J une.
As spokesman for the Women’s Club 
Mrs. Charlotte Chase stated that the 
ladies were most excited over having 
the project approved by Washington 
officials and having the opportunity of 
donating the first pictorial representa­
tion of Durham’s town history to be 
permanently displayed in a local public 
building. # /
Sixteen Historic Views
The work will be comprised of six­
teen scenes, historic moments or im­
portant events in Durham’s past from 
the early sixteen hundreds^ to early 
nineteen hundreds, at the point of Ben 
Thompson’s arrival. The mural, paint­
ed in oils on canvas by Bernard Chap­
man of Lebanon, N. H., will cover 
forty-four square feet. The painter was 
selected by a committee from the W o­
men’s Club after interviews with nu­
merous artists, including UNH faculty 
members. Mr. Chapman was chosen 
because he was best able Jo meet the 
requirements of the committee—-would 
paint -the mural as they wanted it.
He is formerly of Groveton, N. H., 
has had experience as a commercial 
artist in Boston and as a backdrop 
painter for models in the American 
Museum of Natural History in New 
York City. He has executed murals for 
the Mascoma Savings Bank and the 
Jones and Lampson Tool Co., both in 
Lebanon, and the Nuggett Theatre in 
Hanover.
Mr. Chapman graduated from UNH 
in 1930. During his years of study, me­
chanical drawing comprised an import­
ant part of his cirriculum. His expan­
sion into the fine arts has been done 
on his own. One of his canvases, a 
snow scene, is hung in the main reading 
room of the campus library, and he 
has formerly -shown in the Carpenter 
Gallery and the State Libraries at Con­
cord and Nashua, as well as here on 
campus (a number of years ago).
Sponsored By Women’s Club
The idea of a mural was first discuss­
ed by the historical society and later 
taken over as a “ community achieve­
ment project” (of the type common to 
various groups within the National 
Women’s Club Federation) by the 
Durham Chapter. The Club, consisting 
of about 130 members, will furnish the 
total cost of $3,000 from their own 
treasury and mural fund projects, e.g. a 
dessert bridge party, opportunity sale 
and strawberry festival.
The project has not been met with­
out criticism. In an open letter to the 
Durham Residential Advertiser (D RA) 
on February 26, G. H. Daggett criti­
cized the method by which the painter 
was chosen, encouraging an open hear­
ing in so far as the building is public 
and the mural is under the control of 
a limited committee of the Women’s 
Club.
His appeal was answered the follow­
ing week, March 5, in the DRA by Mrs. 
Helen Funkhouser, a non-member of 
the Women’s Club, who stated that 
she understood that the mural plans 
“ are exactly what we want” and that 
there is no reason for them to be “ hash­
ed over by all the sundry” . . . unless 
those hashing it are willing to contri­
bute to the $3,000 cost.
The March 12 issue of the DRA con­
tained a poem by Harold Schultz satir­
izing the situation.
In the words of Mrs. Chase, publicity 
chairman for the project, “ No work of 
art ever pleased everybody, but this is 
not an attempt to please everybody, 
but show Durham history, plain and 
simple.”
It will be left to post office users to 
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BUCKY’S
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After a week of absence, during which 
I received a vain, if nebulous, satisfac­
tion from being asked why I didn’t look 
around last week, this funny shaped peg 
of the university of New Hampshire re­
turns, rested but still mentally inadequate.
There was a letter on this page last 
week. I read it. Twice. Now, I don’t 
know anything about funny-shaped pegs 
or odd-shaped holes, but I figure I know 
about that subject as I knew about what 
made a good professor and what made a 
bad professor when I first entered this 
institution a year and a half ago. In fact, 
I’m not so sure I’ve learned anything 
about choosing a good instructor, if my 
marks are any indication.
Relax
It did my heart good to see Gene Si- 
dore get so excited over his little meta­
phor last week. Rarely, if ever, will the 
apathetic student body, get as excited 
over anything as this crusader did, and 
this alone gives his letter merit. Of 
course, the proposed change in registra­
tion procedure leaves much to be desired, 
but relax a little.
Don’t get excited. You’ll live longer. 
At least there is an attempt being made 
to change the -stifling mess that is com­
monly known as spring registration.
Everyone who has been here when
pre-registration takes place, knows what 
an -uninspiring thing it is for one to 
stand in line day after day, getting shot- 
down time after time, finally finding him­
self standing, sweaty and quite frazzled, 
with a finger worn schedule clutched in 
his grubby fingers adorned with red, 
blue, (black and various smudges thereof. 
This is just plain no fun.
Elementary
Had Sidore mentioned something con­
structive to offset this admittedly _ in­
adequate plan, I might not have written 
a column again this week. But all that 
is completely apparant from reading his 
effort is that funny-shaped pegs and 
round-shaped holes do not go together. 
This is nice to know. I learned it in the 
first grade, however.
Mr. Sidore states that we are not here 
to serve the administration, and that, in 
fact, the latter is here to serve us. This 
is very puzzling since that is just what 
Mr. Schaefer has done. He has saved 
us considerable effort and inconvenience, 
in proposing a system that takes a great 
load off the individual.
Mr. Sidore’s bellowing appears to me 
to be simply so much ado about nothing. 
Constructive bellowing, I could tolerate, 





At the first Senate meeting op Mon­
day evening, Dr. Schaefer, the Univer­
sity Registrar, explained the new re­
gistration system to the thirty-seven 
Senators present.
The objectives of the new system 
are elimination of extensive lines, bal­
ancing of class sections and lowering 
the number of drops and adds. The 
new system allows the student only 
the choice of his courses of study. He 
is unable to choose the sections or the 
class times.
If possible, the Registrar will reserve 
free time for employment upon request 
by the student. Trial registration will 
be made out in May by the student. In 
mid-summer, the Registrar will arrange 
the class schedule and return the neces­
sary forms for completion to the stu­
dent. The latter must then mail back 
the completed forms before classes be­
gin.
It was announced that the Senate 
banquet is scheduled for Monday, May 
11. The Executive Council is to decide 
upon the meal — keeping the price be­
tween $2.00 and $2.50 a plate.
Senate officer elections were held. 
The following senators were appointed 
to office: Claire Karpinski, Vice Presi-
Letter To The Editor
New Senators 
Bypass Rules
On Monday, April 27, the Student 
Senate Constitution was made a travesty 
of. An amendment to the Constitution 
was presented to be voted upon. The pre­
sentation of this amendment was illegal. 
It was presented at a special meeting 
rather than a regular meeting as stipu­
lated by the Constitution itself. If this 
were to be considered a regular meeting 
it would have to be a postponement of 
the last meeting, but this meeting can 
only be canceled, according to the Con­
stitution.
Opposition to the amendment was not 
even recognized when it sought recog­
nition. The subsequent acception of the 
movement of the question was illegal 
with a member seeking recognition on 
the floor. So the new Senate allowed it­
self to be stampeded by the bureaucrats 
in the executive positions, a very bad 
omen.
JOHN K. BILLINGTON
“Associate yourself with men of good 
quality if you esteem your own reputa­
tion; for ’tis better to be alone than in 
bad company.”
— George Washington
dent; Gay Brooks, Secretary; Victor 
Chrystowski, Treasurer; Karol Karr, 
Corresponding Secretary; and Ed Ben­
son, Carl Von Ledgie and Sue Thayer 
to the Executive Council.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:30 
p.m.
Civil Service Asks 
For Job Applicants
The United States Civil Service an­
nounces that there is an urgent need for 
highly qualified applicants in the follow­
ing fields: electronic science, metallurgy, 
and physics, for salaries ranging from 
$4,490 to $11,595 a year; in engineering, 
from $4,490 to $12,770. The itypes of en­
gineers needed are aeronautical, electrical, 
chemical, electronic, mechanical, general 
and industrial.
The positions to be filled are located 
at Huntsville, Alabama, with the Red­
stone Arsenal, which serves as head­
quarters for the Army Ordnance Missile 
Command, the Army Ballistic Missile 
Agency, the Army Rocket and Guided 
Missile Agency, and the Ordnance Guided 
Missile School.
This organization is concerned with re­
search, development, and industrial activi­
ties of rocket, missile, and satellite pro­
grams, plus the support of .missile systems 
in the field.
Applicants must have had appropriate 
education or experience or a combination 
of the two. Applications will be accepted 
by the Board of U. S. Civil Service 
Examiners, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, 
until further notice.
Detailed information about these posi­
tions is contained in Announcement No. 
5-35-7(59) which may be obtained at the 
above address, at many post offices 
throughout the country, or from the U.S. 
Civil Service Commission, Washington 
25, D. C.
Dr. Eddy Visits Wisconsin
“ is the Silent Generation Worth Hear­
ing?” the subject of an address by Vice- 
President and Provost, Dr. Edward D. 
Eddy Jr., at the University of Wisconsin 
last Sunday.
Tony's Bicycle Shop
Bicycles Built For Two For Hire 
Skates Sharpened, Parts and Accessories 




10 Third Street 
Telephone Dover SH 2-1165
For Sale
14 Watt Amplifier 
With Preamp
EICO CABINET SPEAKER 
8“ Woofer t- 6" Tweeter
Alexander Hall, Room 329
ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5 450 Central Ave.
and by Dover, N. H.
Appointment Over Newberry's
Closed W ed. Tel. SH 2-5719
Eyes Examined 
Prescriptions Filled
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m akes another great d is c o v e ry . . .
It's what's up front 
that counts
You can reproduce the experiment. 
It’s easy as 7T. (Yes, you can do it 
in the bathtub.)’ Assuming that you 
have first visited your friendly tobac­
conist, simply light your first Winston 
and smoke it. Reasoning backwards, 
the discovery proceeds as follows: 
first, you will notice a delightful 
flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or 
of bread baking. Obviously, such
flavor cannot come from the filter. 
Therefore, it’s what’s up front that 
counts: Winston’s Filter-Blend. The 
tobaccos are selected for flavor and 
mildness, then specially processed for 
filter smoking. This extra step is the 
real difference between Winston and 
all other filter cigarettes. Besides, 
it’s why Winston is America’s best­
selling filter cigarette.
E u re k a !  W in s to n  ta s te s  g o o d  . ..
like a c igare tte  s h o u ld !”
R . J . R E YN O L D S TO BACCO C O .. W IN S T O N -S A L E M , N .C .
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Tight Wildcat Pitching Highlights Openers
Scenes from the Sidelines
Varsity Nine Has Potential
By DOUG BROWN
The University of New Hampshire has potential power in every 
spring sport.
The baseball team of coach Hank Swasey has given notice to 
all of the Yankee Conference teams that it is not a team to be 
taken lightly, and this is a fact that will continue in the future.
Hank has a team that will win considerably more games than 
last year. Heading his list of possible stars are holdovers, Hugh 
Marshall and Ron Demijohn. Both of these ballplayers have batting 
records at UNH in the 300 bracket.
Others on the team who hope to improve last years 1-9 confer­
ence record are outfielders Ed Vinski and Joe Manzi. Vinski has 
already given notice that he is going to be a very powerful hitter. 
In his first three games he has collected 2 doubles and a similar 
number of triples. Manzi, although not as strong a slugger, has 
demonstrated an ability to get on base, using any number of meth­
ods, and especially capitalizing on his short stature to draw walks 
from the opposing pitchers.
The infield looks strong defensively, especially on the right side 
where Bud Hadley and Paul Marshall demonstrate some polished 
fielding. At the hot corner, Demijohn, covers skillfully. Sammy Paul 
does not appear to be as relaxed in the field as his fellow infielders.
The battery is extremely capable, even though it lacks experience 
in college competition. Behind the plate Paul Bellavance aptly 
directs his pitchers. On the mound the combination of Sonny Soule 
and Roy Guptill are as good as any one-two pitching combo in the 
conference. Soule has given evidence of his ability in games with 
Bates and UMass. He held Bates to one run and four hits for seven 
innings, and UMass to six runs, only four of which were earned, 
and nine hits. Guptill finished the Bates games facing six men and 
striking out four. On the next day he faced a very powerful UConn
The Newest and Smartest
In




P. 0. Block BRAD McINTIRE Durham
Hugh Marshall safe at Third Photo by Purdy
team and lost a heartrending 4-0 verdict. The Huskies entered the 
game with a record of seven wins and one loss in which their 
lowest production was in an 8-7 loss to North Carolina. Of the 
four runs allowed by Guptill only two were earned. At present he 
has an earned run average of 1.81 and eleven strikeouts in 77 innings.
Coach Swasey has a strong bench to work with when his regu­
lars falter. Utility infielders include Danny Parr at third base, Rod 
W otton at Shortstop, Joe Power at second and Fred Walker who 
can play any infield position. Behind the plate has has Ben Turner 
and Don Burke. In the outfield he has Mikszenas, who has drawn 
pinch-hitting duties already.
Rifle Team Places Third 
In New England Contest
The Annual Air Force AFROTC Area 
Rifle Team Championship Awards for 
the New England-New York area have 
been announced with the University of 
New Hampshire Air Force Rifle Team 
placing third in a field of 18 colleges_ and 
universities. This is the highest position 
ever attained by an Air Force ROTC 
Rifle Team.
Colonel James H. Starbuck, PAS at 
the University, has congratulated the 
team on their excellent showing. The 
members of the team are: Paul G. Ama- 
zeen, Michael N. Perreault, William C. 
Royce, Russell A. Nvlander, and Andrew 
White.
Freshman Lacrosse
The Kittens play a rugged schedule 
which includes:
April
29 Governor Dummer, away 
May
6 Andover, away 
9 Tufts, away 
13 Exeter, away 
16 Massachusetts, home
Golf Season Opens 
With Lowell Tech
Seven Granite State residents were 
chosen to tee off the 1959 golf season for 
the University of New Hampshire in a 
match with Lowell Tech on Tuesday.
Coach Carl Lundholm had named 
seven men to make the trip, but empha­
sized that, after he observes his team in 
competition, the same seven may not play 
in Friday’s triangular match with UMass 
and Vermont.
Lundholm has three veterans from last 
year’s Yankee Conference championship 
team and a number of candidates seek­
ing to fill the four vacant spots on the 
squad.
UNH’s veterans are Captain Steve Ed- 
strom of Concord, Dick Howard of Nash­
ua, and George Laflamme of Manchester.
Newcomers who make their first ap­
pearance on the fairways for the Wild­
cats are sophomores Bill Lockhead of 
Nashua and Peter Cook of Sunapee and 
Juniors Jim Greene of Dover and Paul 
Caswell of Rye.
Cats Trounce Bates; 
Lose Thrillers To 
UMass And UConn
The University of New Hampshire 
nine opened play on Tuesday defeating 
the Bates Bobcats by a score of 11 to 
1 behind the four hit pitching of Sonny 
Soule and Roy Guptill. On Wednesday 
they faced the powerful UConn Hus­
kies, succumbing to righthander John 
Risely by. a 4 to O1 score.
On Saturday they journied to UMass 
to meet the Redmen. Soule dropped a 
heartbreaker to Jerry Glynn, 6-3.
Shellack Bates
The Wildcats combined nine hits and 
four Bates errors to hand the Bobcats 
a'n 11-1 loss.
Ed Soule started on the mound for 
the Cats and gained credit for his first 
varsity victory. In his seven inning 
stretch he allowed only one run on a 
total of four scattered hits.
Southpaw swinging Ed Vinski pro­
vided the power for the Cats with two 
doubles and a 400 ft. triple in, five trips 
to bat. Paul Bellavance added help to 
the cause with two bingles and an RBI.
UConn Heartbreaker
Roy Guptill, picking up where he left 
off with two scoreless innings against 
the Bobcats, pitched a beautiful game 
against UConn but could not match 
the superb 2 hit performance of John 
Risely, who picked up his fourth vic­
tory of the year, facing Just 28 UNH 
batters.
The only Wildcat hits were by Joe 
Manzi (in the bottom of the first), and 
Captain Ron Demijohn.
Too Much Glynn
UMass jumped off to an, early 3-1 
lead in the bottom of the first and then 
fought off the Wildcats to pick up the 
6-3 win.
Hugh Marshall and Ed Vinski col­
lected triples in the Cats’ losing cause. 
Ron Demijohn, attempted to stretch a 
fifth inning double to left field into a 
triple, getting nabbed at the hot cor­
ner on a relayed strike from Ned Lar­
kin to Bobo Roland.
Sonny Soule worked the entire nine 
innings on the mound permitting the 
Redmen only nine hits.
Entering the second week of compe­
tition, the Wildcats have a 1-2 record 
but can boast one of the best left-right 
pitching combinations in the league in 
Roy Guptill and Sonny Soule, both so­
phomores. With a little more clutch 
hitting the Cats could develope into 
one of the better editions in UNH his­
tory.
One can easily find out how many 
kangaroos there are in Australia by mak­
ing a short trip to the new Library, or 
to Australia.
—  Dick Shea
Do You Think for Yourself ? TAKE THIS FAST Q U IZ  AN D  FIND  O U T I*
1. Which would you consider more essential 
to a happy marriage: (A) the mates’ 
similarity in ages and backgrounds, or 
(B) their intelligence and adaptability?
□
2. Which of these two famous men would 
you most prefer to be like: (A) King 
Midas, or (B) Ludwig van Beethoven?
3. If neither party’s candidate in an 
election was satisfactory to you, 
would you (A) not vote, or (B) vote 
for the “lesser of two evils” ?
4. If your performance in a group effort 
was being unjustly criticized, would 
you (A) settle the score directly with 
your critic, or (B) ignore it and let 




5. Do you believe that the meeting with 
your future mate is primarily a matter 
of (A) geography, or (B) fate?
6. If you were to come unexpectedly into 
a sizable sum of money, would you (A) 
bank or invest it and spend only the 
income, or (B) take a year off to 
travel around the world?
7. Do you think the saying “It never 
rains, but it pours” is (A) generally 
untrue, or (B) invariably true?
8. Would you rather invest money in: 
(A) great art, or (B) diamonds?
□
□  I— IBU
9. Are you influenced more in your 
choice of filter cigarette by 
(A) your own taste and judgment, 
or (B) friendly advice?
o
v
l l i i
Next time you light up, take a moment to 
think about what you really want in your 
filter cigarette. Most men and women who 
think for themselves choose VICEROY . . .  
for the very sound reason that it’s the one 
cigarette with a thinking man’s filter and a 
smoking man's taste.
*If you checked (B) on three out of the first 
four questions, and (A) on four out of the 
last five, you really think for yourself!
© 1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.






ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’S 
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN’S TASTE!
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UNH Trackmen Lose At Tufts Triangular
UNH Finishes Third 
To Tufts And MIT 
In Triangular Meet
Tufts, paced by Basil Ince who won 
the 100', 220, and 440 with outstanding 
times, won the UNH, MIT, Tufts tri­
angular meet in Boston o*i Saturday. 
The final standings were Tufts 65y2, 
M IT 54, UNH 45J4.
Ince posted times of 9:9 in the cen­
tury, 20.8 in the 220 and 48.5 in the 
440 to take individual honors for the 
day.
UNH Firsts
The Wildcats were able to place in 
practically every event with MacGre­
gor, Lehman, and Ludwig collecting 
firsts.
A summary of the winners and their 
records.
100 yd. dash — 9.9 Ince (T ), 220 yd. 
dash — 20.8 Ince (T ), 440 yd. dash — 
48.5 Ince (T ), ,880 yd. run — 2:02.4 
Moore (T ), One Mile Run — 4:38.8 
Moore (T ), Two Mile Run — 10:22.2 
MacGregor (N H ), 120 yd. H. Hurdles
— 14.9 Fryer (T ), 220 yd. L. Hurdles
— 24.0 Fryer (T ), Shot — 4 9 ' Beas­
ley (T ), Discus 130' 3H" Lehman
NH ), Hammer 154' Nicholson (M IT ), 
Javelin 177' 5)4" Long (M IT ), Pole 
Vault 11' 6" Ludwig (N H ), High 
Jump 5' 8" Tie Warner and Davis 
(M IT), Broad Jump 20' 8" Morrison 
(M IT).
UNH Drops Match 
To UMaine 7-2
The University of Maine took five of 
the six singles matches _ here yesterday, 
swamping New Hampshire, 7-2.
Sophomore Roger Mangenau of Con­
cord defeated Mainers Frank Elder easily 
but the rest of the team was unable to 
collect a win in singles play. The double 
team of Bob Hicks and Warren Wilder 
accounted for the other win, defeating 
Bob Sterritt and Bob White.
Summary:
Singles: Mangenau (UNH) unde­
feated Elder (M E), 6-2, 6-0; Sterritt 
(ME) defeated Wilder (U NH), 6-4, 
4-6, 6-2; Chase (ME) defeated Hicks 
(U N H ), 6-4, 3-6, 6-2; White (ME) de­
feated Besserer (UNH) 6-3, 6-4; Mar­
shall (ME) defeated Brodeur (UNH)
W R A Notes
Last Saturday, a group of interested 
girls from UNH went to a lacrosse play- 
day at Wellesley College in Wellesley, 
Mass. The day consisted of instructional 
stick work in the morning and strategy. 
In the afternoon there were games 
against other schools.
Interdass lacrosse is tooting right 
along. The inter-class games will be fin­
ished by next week and an All Star team 
will be chosen. To be eligible for all 
star recognition, a girl must participate 
in two out of three of the class games.
With the coming of daylight saving 
time, co-re-creation softball will be start­
ing soon. A girl may pla-y for only one 
m-en’s housing unit. Games will be held 
on the women’s athletic field.
Interhouse ping pong -started last week. 
This is the only way to win points for 
your house. A trophy goes to the house 
with the most points at the end o;f the 
year. This trophy is given at the annual 
WRA picnic. If you are interested as to 
where your house stands now, there is 
a chart of all interhouse activities posted 
in New Hampshire Hall.
Next Wednesday there will be election 
of new officers for next year. Ballots 
with names of the candidates for the 
WRA executive board will be passed out 
to all women’s housing units by members 
of the present board. Please vote. Re­
member WRA governs all women’s ath­
letic activities on campus.
Coming Events
Varsity Baseball
May 2 Massachusetts Home
May 4 Rhode Island Home
May 6 Colby Away
May 7 Maine Home
Varsity Lacrosse
May 2 B.L.C. Home
May 6 Bowdoin (prac) Home
May 9 ■Williams Home
'Varsity Golf
May 1 Mass and Vermont Away
May 4 Rhode Island Home
“A new low was reached last year in 
New Hampshire in deaths caused by 
beri-beri.”
— Dick Shea
6-1, 3-6, 6-0; Stevenson (ME) defeated 
Dumont (UNH) 6-1, 6-0.
Doubles: Chase and Eddy by default; 
Hicks and Wilder defeated Sterritt and 
White 6-4, 6-4; Mitchell and Young de­
feated Dumont and Brodeur, 6-3, 6-0.
Varsity Baseball
Bates
Millett ss 4 0 1 0
Young rf 4 0 0 0
Vana cf 4 01 0 0
Murphy 3b 2 0 0 0
Rushfort 3-b 2 0 0 0
Sutherland lb 4 1 1 0
Clarke 2 0  0 0
Kane c 2 0 0 0
Yard c 1 0  0 0
Moraes If 3 0 1  1
Wilson p 1 0  0 0
Feld p 2 0 0 0
Craves p 0 0 0 0
Manzi cf 













































a Grounded out -for Soule in, 7th.
Bates 000 000 100'— 1
UNH 121 050 02x— 11
Errors Demijohn, Soule, Sutherland, 
Kane, Murphy 2. Putouts — assists 
Bates 24-9; UNH 27-12. Double Play 
Soule, Paul, Hadley. Left on Bases 
Bates 4 UNH 11. Two-base hits Vin­
ski. Stolen bases Manzi, Hadley 2, Bel­
lavance, H. Marshall 3, Binski, Walker. 
Sacrifice hit Manzi.
Pitching
IP H R ER BB SO 
Wilson (L) 4 4 9 3 4 6
Feld 2 2 0 0 1 1
Graves 2 3 2 2 1 2
Soule (W ) 7 4 1 1 1 5
Guptill 2 0 0 0 0 4
Wild pitch Feld. Passed ball Kane. 
Hit by pitched ball Paul and Demijohn, 
by Wilson. Umpires Athanas and 
Henson. Time 2:45.
U Conn
Attanasio ss 5 0 O' 0
Brante 2 b 4 1 2 0
Morhardt cf 4 1 0  0
Halliwell lb 4 1 1 1
Cullem rf 2 1 1 1
Kosior 3b 4 0 0 0
Stevens If 4 0 - 2 2
McLellan, c 4 0 0 0
Risley p 4 O’ O' 0
W hen things get too close for com fort
llC C  STICK DEODORANT
7*0 j
• Old Spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe, 
sure, all-day protection!
• Better than roll-ons that skip.
• Better than sprays that drip.
■ \
• Better than creams that are greasy 
and messy.
/
NEW PLASTIC CASE 
PRE-SET
FOR INSTANT USE
1 .0 0  plus tax
By land or by sea—you need this Social Security!
UNH
Manzi cf 4 0 1 0
P. Marshall 2b 3 0 0 O'
Demijohn 3b 3 0 1 0
Vinski rf 3 0 0 0
H. Marshall If 3 0 O' 0
Hadley 1-b 3 0 0 0
Paul ss 3 0 0- 0
Bellavance c 2 0 0 0
Guptill p 2 O' 0 0
a Parr 1 0 0 0
b Walker 1 0 0 0
a Flied out for Bellavance in 9th.
b Popped up for Guptill in 9th.
U Conn 200 010 010—
Errors Guptill, Hadley, Paul. Put­
outs, Assists — UConn 27-8: UNH 27- 
9. Double plays — Kosior, Briante and 
Halliwell. Left on, bases — UNH 1, 
UConn 7. Two base hits — Bridnte, 
Stevens. Stolen base — Briante. Sacri­
fice hit — Cullum.
Pitchers
IP H R ER BB SO 
Risley 9 2 O' O' 0 9
Guptill 9 7 4 2 4 7
Umpires Mullen, Taylor. Time 2:23.
Frosh Drop Track Meet To 
Exeter Academy 105-12
The UNH freshman track team, 
(losers by a considerable margin to 
Springfield College freshman team in its 
first meet while winning half of the 
events) was unable to win more than one 
first against Exeter Academy in losing 
105-12. Minus the services of Ron Rand- 
lett and Joe Aie-ta the Wildkittens were 
completely outclassed as the academy 
team swept six events and took the first 
two places in four others.
Charlie Beach scored half of the frosh 
points by winning the 100 yd. dash and 
placing 3rd in the Pole Vault.
W M DR
Listen to the UNH Baseball games 
over your campus radio station, 
W M DR, brought to you by Doug 
Brown and Bob Woods.
More people ride to work than carry 
their lunch.
On Campos with Max Stakm
(By the Author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
“Barefoot Boy with Cheek” )
V IV E  L E  P O P C O R N !
The other day as I was walking down the street picking up 
tinfoil, (Marlboro, incidentally, has the best tinfoil, which is 
not surprising when you consider that they have the best ciga­
rettes, which is not surprising when you consider that they take 
the best filters and put them together with the best tobaccos 
and rush them to your tobacco counter, fresh and firm and 
loaded with smoking pleasure). The other day, I say, as I was 
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, (I have, incidentally, 
the second largest ball of tinfoil in our family. My brother 
Eleanor’s is bigger—more than four miles in diameter—but, of 
course, he is taller than I ) . The other day, as I was saying, while 
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, I passed a campus 
and right beside it, a movie theatre which specialized in show­
ing foreign films. Most campuses have foreign movie theatres 
close by, because foreign movies are full of culture, art, and 
esoterica, and where is culture more rife, art more rampant, 
and esoterica more endemic than on a campus?
Nowhere; that’s where.
I hope you have all been taking advantage of your local foreign 
film theatre. Here you will find no simple-minded Hollywood 
products, marked by treacly sentimentality and machine-made 
bravura. Here you will find life itself—in all its grimness, its 
poverty, its naked, raw passion!
Have you, for instance, seen the recent French import, Le 
Crayon de Mon Oncle (“ The Kneecap” ), a savage and uncom­
promising story of a man named Claude, whose consuming 
ambition is to get a job as a meter reader with the Paris water 
department? But he is unable, alas, to afford the flashlight 
one needs for this position. His wife, Bon-Bon, sells her hair 
to a wigmaker and buys him a flashlight. Then, alas, Claude 
discovers that one also requires a leatherette bow tie. This time 
his two young daughters, Caramel and Nougat, sell their hair 
to a wigmaker. So now Claude has his leatherette bow tie, 
but now, alas, his flashlight battery is burned out and the 
whole family, alas, is bald.
Or have you seen the latest Italian masterpiece, La Donna E  
Mobile (I Ache All Over), a heart-shattering tale of a boy and 
his dog? Malvolio, a Venetian lad of nine, loves his little dog 
with every fibre of his being. He has one great dream.: to enter 
the dog in the annual Venetian dog show. But this, alas, requires 
an entrance fee, and Malvolio, alas, is penniless. However, he 
saves and scrimps and steals and finally gets enough together 
to enter the dog in the show. The dog, alas, comes in twenty- 
third. Malvolio sells him to a vivisectionist.
Or have you seen the new Japanese triumph, Kibutzi-San 
(The Radish), a pulse-stirring historical romance about Yamoto, 
a poor farmer, and his daughter Ethel who are accosted by a 
warlord one morning on their way to market? The warlord cuts 
Yamoto in half with his samurai sword and runs off with Ethel. 
When Yamoto recovers, he seeks out Ethel’s fiance, Red 
Buttons, and together they find the warlord'and kill him. But, 
alas, the warlord was also a sorcerer and he whimsically turned 
Ethel,into a whooping crane. Loyal Red Buttons takes Ethel 
home where he feeds her fish heads for twenty years and keeps 
hoping she’ll turn back into a woman. She never does. Alas.
. ©  1959 Max Shulman
If there’s smoking in the balcony of your theatre, we hope 
you’ll be smoking Philip Morris—or, if you prefer filters, 
Marlboro . . . Marlboro— new improved filter, fine rich flavor 
—from the makers of Philip Morris.
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COLUMBIA STEREOPHONIC 
HI-FI SETS
“Big Stereo” styled 




LIGHT UP AND LIVE IT  UP! 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win! 
So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It’s crossword puzzle fun and real 
smoking pleasure ail the way!
ENTER OFTEN — HAVE FUN — AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At 
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one “right’’ 
answer. For example, the clue might read: “Many a coed will be given her best date’s P --N .” Either “I’’ 
(PIN) or “E” (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff, 
and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!
EMERSON TRANSISTOR 
, RADIOS
Packed with power... 




1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college 
students and college faculty members except em­
ployees and their immediate families of Liggett 
& Myers and its advertising agencies.
2. Fill in all missing letters . . .  print clearly. Use 
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words 
prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle, 
send it along with six empty package wrappers 
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or 
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn 
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any 
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers, 
P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as 
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six 
package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each 
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.
3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight, 
Friday, May 29,1959 and received by midnight, 
Friday, June 5, 1959.
4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation, an independent judging organiza­
tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought 
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will 
be required to complete in 25 words or less the 
following statement: “ My favorite cigarette is
(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ” .
Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of 
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards 
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded 
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be 
considered. By entering all entrants agree that 
the decision of the judges shall be final and 
binding.
5. Solutions must be the original work of the 
contestants submitting them. All entries become 
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will 
be returned.
6. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as 
possible after completion of the contest.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State 
and local laws and regulations.
,---------------------HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29 ,1959 --------------------1
CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
. 6. Some college students.
10. When a t ...................  Light up an Oasis.
11. Sinking ship deserter.
12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects.................discussions in a sociology class.
16. A student’s careless might annoy a short-story instructor.
17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
22. Sometimes a girl on a date m u st...................into her pocketbook to help
pay the tab.
23. The muscle-builder’s .................may fascinate a poorly developed man.
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
26. Campers will probably b e .................by a forest fire.
29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first..............
31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
36. One could appear quite harmless at times.
37. Reverse the first part of “ L&M” .
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.
CLUES DOWN:
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural . . . ;  can be inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one i s .................packed, it could be exasperating to remember
a few articles that should be included.
5. It would pay to be careful when glass i s .................
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. A u th or...................Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
9. A ...................from Paris should please the average woman.
12. An inveterate traveler w i l l ...................about distant lands.
14......................are hard to study.
15. Stone, Bronze and I r o n .................
20. How Mexicans say, “ Yes” .
23. All L&M cigarettes are “ ...................high”  in smoking pleasure.
25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.
27. Initials of Oglethorpe, Iona, Rutgers and Emerson.
28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
30. Golf mound.
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M.
33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
34. Filter ends.
35. What Abner might be called.
36. Bachelor of Education degree.
PRINT CLEARLY! ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH
Mail to Liggett & Myers, P. 0  Box 271, New York 46, New York. Be 
sure to attach six  empty package wrappers of the same brand (or 




Th is entry must be postmarked before midnight. M ay 29,1959, and 
received at P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, New York, by midnight, 
June 5, 1959.
©  Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Mothers Honored . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
Various Athletic Events
Also on Saturday afternoon parents 
may attend athletic events. The varsity 
tennis team will be competing against 
Rhode Island at 1 :30 p.m. A varsity 
baseball game will be held at 2 :00 p.m. 
with Massachusetts, and the varsity la­
crosse team will oppose B.L.C. at 3 :30 
p.m.
Special exhibits on display for the 
parents are Student Work in the Arts, 
which will be exhibited in the Art Di­
vision of Hewitt Hall. A Student Organ­
ization exhibit will be held at the Mem­
orial Union.
Literary Magazine . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
creators’ names and addresses. (Names 
will be withheld at the insistence of the 
author.) The editors will get in touch 
with all contributors, either to inform 
them that their material has been ac­
cepted, or, if it hasn’t been accepted, 
to explain the reason, and offer critical 
suggestions on improving it for future 
publication. The magazine is open to 
everyone, and nobody who contributes 
will be ignored.
Medium of Expression 
It will exist solely as a medium 
through which students —  and faculty 
— may express themselves in any way 
they wish, within, as has been mention­
ed, the bounds of good taste. The ma­
gazine itself will take no sides and 
grind no axes. They will accept con­
troversy, even unvarnished attacks, if 
they are well written. But they intend 
to go to the person or organization at­
tacked, and ask them to write a rebut­
tal to place alongside the attack in the 
same issue.
Art work must be done with pen and 
ink, and, for economic reasons, it 
should be line drawings. Any artist or 
cartoonist who would like to submit 
shaded work should check with the 
editors. If they think it has merit, they 
will gladly go the extra expense of a 
half-tone reproduction.
Deadline Important
The most important word for pros­
pective contributors concerns the dead­
line. The first issue will appear during 
orientation week next fall. In order to 
provide enough time to set up this is­
sue before finals this spring, its dead­
line is May 6. This, Stan stressed, is 
a must.
The staff hopes the magazine will be 
self-supporting. It will carry advertis­
ing, including a classified ad section. 
They intend to sell it mainly_ by sub­
scription — $1.50' for the six issues — 
although single copies will be available. 
If they should make a profit, it will be 
used to create a bigger and better ma­
gazine.
Staff Members
Though the staff is nearly complete, 
anyone interested in helping out, either
in the editorial or production end, will 
be welcomed. The magazine will be 
governed by a nine-man board, which 
at present still has a couple of open­
ings. Its members are:
Stan Flower — Editor-in-Chief 
Betty Lang — Editor 
Patricia Smith and Dick Clark — Man­
agers
Alice Miller — Treasurer
Dick Ross — Assistant Treasurer
Ellen Pirro — Literary Editor
Bill Lockwood — Humor Editor
Brad Beers — Sales Manager
Joan Salo — Secretary, is not an actual
member of the board.
There are still vacancies in the posi­




FOR S T U D E N T S  AND FACULTY MEMBERS
